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A Menagerie of Non-Finitely BasedProcess Semantics over BPA�From Ready Simulation to Completed TracesLuca Aceto� Wan Fokkinky Anna Ing�olfsd�ottirzAbstractFokkink and Zantema ((1994) Computer Journal 37:259{267) have shown thatbisimulation equivalence has a �nite equational axiomatization over the languageof Basic Process Algebra with the binary Kleene star operation (BPA�). In lightof this positive result on the mathematical tractability of bisimulation equivalenceover BPA�, a natural question to ask is whether any other (pre)congruence relationin van Glabbeek's linear time/branching time spectrum is �nitely (in)equationallyaxiomatizable over it. In this paper, we prove that, unlike bisimulation equivalence,none of the preorders and equivalences in van Glabbeek's linear time/branching timespectrum, whose discriminating power lies in between that of ready simulation andthat of completed traces, has a �nite equational axiomatization. This we achieve byexhibiting a family of (in)equivalences that holds in ready simulation semantics, the�nest semantics that we consider, whose instances cannot all be proven by means ofany �nite set of (in)equations that is sound in completed trace semantics, which isthe coarsest semantics that is appropriate for the language BPA�. To this end, forevery �nite collection of (in)equations that are sound in completed trace semantics, webuild a model in which some of the (in)equivalences of the family under considerationfail. The construction of the model mimics the one used by Conway ((1971) RegularAlgebra and Finite Machines, page 105) in his proof of a result, originally due toRedko, to the e�ect that in�nitely many equations are needed to axiomatize equalityof regular expressions.Our non-�nite axiomatizability results apply to the language BPA� over an arbi-trary non-empty set of actions. In particular, we show that completed trace equiv-alence is not �nitely based over BPA� even when the set of actions is a singleton.Our proof of this result may be easily adapted to the standard language of regular�BRICS (Basic Research in Computer Science), Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation,Department of Computer Science, Aalborg University, Fr. Bajersvej 7E, 9220 Aalborg �, Denmark. Onleave from the School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences, University of Sussex, Brighton BN1 9QH, UK.Partially supported by the Human Capital and Mobility project Express. Email: luca@iesd.auc.dk.Fax: +45 9815 9889.yUtrecht University, Department of Philosophy, Heidelberglaan 8, 3584 CS Utrecht, The Netherlands.Email: fokkink@phil.ruu.nl. Fax: +31 30 253 2816.zBRICS (Basic Research in Computer Science), Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation,Department of Computer Science, Aalborg University, Fr. Bajersvej 7E, 9220 Aalborg �, Denmark. Email:annai@iesd.auc.dk. Fax: +45 9815 9889. 1



expressions to yield a solution to an open problem posed by Salomaa ((1969) Theoryof Automata, page 143).Another semantics that is usually considered in process theory is trace seman-tics. Trace semantics is, in general, not preserved by sequential composition, and istherefore inappropriate for the language BPA�. We show that, if the set of actionsis a singleton, trace equivalence and preorder are preserved by all the operators inthe signature of BPA�, and coincide with simulation equivalence and preorder, re-spectively. In that case, unlike all the other semantics considered in this paper, tracesemantics have �nite, complete equational axiomatizations over closed terms.AMS Subject Classification (1991): 08A70, 03C05, 68Q10, 68Q40, 68Q45,68Q55, 68Q68, 68Q70.CR Subject Classification (1991): D.3.1, F.1.1, F.1.2, F.3.2, F.3.4, F.4.1.Keywords and Phrases: Concurrency, process algebra, Basic Process Algebra(BPA), Kleene star, bisimulation, ready simulation, simulation, completed trace se-mantics, ready trace semantics, failure trace semantics, readiness semantics, failuressemantics, trace semantics, equational logic, complete axiomatizations.1 IntroductionProcess theory aims at providing a framework for the description and analysis of reactivesystems, i.e., systems that compute by reacting to stimuli from their environment. As suchsystems tend to be non-terminating, all process algebraic speci�cation formalisms (cf.,e.g., [5, 41, 52, 8]) include facilities for the speci�cation and analysis of in�nite behaviours.The description of such behaviours has been traditionally achieved in process theory bymeans of systems of recursion equations or of variations on Milner's �-expressions [51, 53].For example, the recursion equationX def= (send � receive �X) + fail(1)describes a system that is willing to perform alternatively the acts of sending and receivingad in�nitum, but may fail after iterating the sequence send � receive any �nite numberof times. In order to extend axiomatic veri�cation methods to reason about processesspeci�ed by means of recursion equations, several inference rules for proving equalitiesinvolving in�nite processes have been studied in the literature. (Cf., e.g., rules like unique�xed-point induction in its various avours [52, 8], the approximation induction principle[11] and !-induction [39].)An alternative, purely algebraic, way of introducing in�nite behaviours in processalgebras is to augment them with variations on the Kleene star operation familiar from thetheory of regular algebra|cf., e.g., the papers [32, 9, 10, 29, 24, 22]. Some of these studies,notably [10], have investigated the expressive power of variations on standard processdescription languages in which in�nite behaviours are de�ned by means of Kleene's staroperation [44, 21] rather than by means of systems of recursion equations. For example,using the original, binary version of the Kleene star operation from [44] studied in [10],the system described by the recursion equation (1) can alternatively be denoted by theterm (send �receive)�fail, and, as shown in [10], any regular process can be speci�ed in theaxiom system ACP� [12] with Kleene star using handshake communication. (Interestingly,2



as already noted by Milner in [51, Sect. 6], not every process de�ned using �nite-statesystems of recursion equations can be described, up to bisimulation equivalence, usingonly regular expressions.)The possibility of describing in�nite behaviours in a purely algebraic syntax has beenthe motivation for intense research on the use of equational logic to (�nitely) axioma-tize behavioural equivalences over languages incorporating variations on the Kleene staroperation. (Examples of contributions along this line of research may be found in, e.g.,[32, 64, 29, 3, 4, 30, 31, 33, 1].) A notable positive result in this direction was obtainedby Fokkink and Zantema, who showed in [32] that the �nite equational axiom systemfor the language BPA� proposed in [10] is indeed complete for bisimulation equivalence.This result is in sharp contrast with a negative one later obtained by Sewell in [64].Sewell shows that bisimulation equivalence has no �nite equational axiomatization overthe language BPA�� obtained by adding the stopped process � to the signature of BPA�.(A discussion of the completeness result by Fokkink and Zantema vis-�a-vis Sewell's non-�nite axiomatizability result may be found in [2].)In light of Fokkink and Zantema's positive result on the mathematical tractabilityof bisimulation equivalence over BPA�, a natural question to ask is whether any other(pre)congruence relation in van Glabbeek's linear time/branching time spectrum (cf. [35],where pointers to the original literature may also be found) has a �nite (in)equational ax-iomatization over it. In this paper, we begin to address this question by showing that, un-like bisimulation equivalence, none of the process semantics in the linear time/branchingtime spectrum lying in between ready simulation and completed traces is �nitely based.More precisely, we show that there is a family of (in)equivalences that holds in ready sim-ulation semantics, and a fortiori with respect to any behavioural relation that is coarserthan it, whose instances cannot all be proven by means of any �nite set of (in)equationsthat is sound in completed trace semantics, which is the coarsest semantics in the lineartime/branching time spectrum that is appropriate for the language BPA�. The family of(in)equivalences that we use in our proof is an adaptation of an axiom schema familiarfrom the theory of regular algebra (cf., e.g., the equation schema C14:n in [20, page 25]).Consider the equation schemaE:n a�(an) + (an)�(a+ � � �+ an) = (an)�(a+ � � �+ an)and the inequation schemaI:n a�(an) � (an)�(a+ � � �+ an)where a is an action, n is a positive integer, and we write ai for a sequence of a actionsof length i. Each of the instances of I:n and E:n is valid in ready simulation semantics.The crux of the proof of our main result is the construction, for every �nite set of(in)equations that is sound in completed trace semantics, of a model in which some ofthe inequivalences I:n, and some of the equivalences E:n, fail. The model we use for thispurpose is based on an adaptation of a beautiful construction due to Conway (cf. [20,Thm. 2, page 105]), who used it to obtain a new proof of a theorem, originally due toRedko [58] (see also [62, Chapter 3 x6] and the references therein), to the e�ect thatequality of regular expressions cannot be axiomatized using a �nite number of equations.3



The construction of our model relies heavily on the use of prime numbers, as dorelated arguments presented in, e.g., [20, 26, 47, 64]. Conway's proof of the non-�niteaxiomatizability of equality of regular expressions is based upon an argument showingthat no �nite set of regular tautologies can prove all the instances of the aforementionedequality C14:p, for p a prime number. (A generalization of Conway's proof that appliesto regular expressions with multiplicities over an arbitrary positive semiring|cf. [25,Chapter 6]|may be found in [47].) In [26], �Esik shows that iteration theories, that area general framework that aims at formalizing the equational logic of iterative processes(cf. the encyclopedic [17] for details), have no �nite equational axiomatization. His proofof this result uses the following form of Conway's equation C14:p, for every prime numberp: (fp)y = f y (f : n! n + p)where y denotes the iteration operation used in iteration theories. The above identitiesbear striking resemblance to those employed by Sewell in his proof of the non-existenceof �nite equational axiomatizations for bisimulation equivalence over regular CCS [52]and over BPA�� [64]. Again, his argument rests on the idea that no �nite collection ofequations can prove all the equivalences of the form(ap)�� = a��where p is a prime number. The similarity amongst these results appears to be morethan coincidental. Indeed, �Esik [27] has recently proven that regular languages do havea �nite equational axiomatization over iteration theories, i.e., relative to the generalset of identities for �xed-point operations. This result, together with the completenesstheorems presented in [16, 18], seems to indicate that the deep reason underlying allthe aforementioned non-�nite axiomatizability results, as well as those presented in thispaper, is that the general equational theory of �xed-points is not �nitely based. Theanalysis provided in op. cit. also suggests that all the aforementioned negative resultshave their roots in the original work by Conway and Redko for regular algebra. Arelated result, whose proof is based on an explicit reduction to the non-existence of a�nite equational axiomatization for regular languages, is presented in [23]. In op. cit. theauthors show that the variety of inversion-free Kleene algebras is not �nitely based, thussettling a problem posed by J�onsson in [42].Our non-�nite axiomatizability results apply to the language BPA� over an arbitrarynon-empty set of actions. In particular, we prove that completed trace equivalence over(closed) BPA� terms is not �nitely based even when the set of actions is a singleton. In [62,page 143] Salomaa asked whether the equational theory of (closed) regular expressionsover a singleton alphabet is �nitely based. Our proof of the non-existence of a �niteequational axiomatization of completed traced trace equivalence over (closed) BPA� termsmay be easily adapted to the standard language of regular expressions to yield a solutionto this question posed by Salomaa. As communicated to us by Salomaa [63], this problemhas been open since 1969, the year of publication of [62].Another semantics that is usually considered in process theory is trace semantics.Trace semantics is, in general, not preserved by sequential composition, and is therefore4



inappropriate for languages that, like BPA�, include such an operator. However, if theset of actions is a singleton, trace equivalence and preorder are preserved by all the op-erators in the signature of BPA�, and coincide with simulation equivalence and preorder,respectively. In that rather peculiar case, we show that, unlike all the semantics lying inbetween ready simulation and completed traces, trace equivalence and preorder do have�nite, complete equational axiomatizations over closed terms in the language BPA�. Thereason underlying the existence of these �nite axiomatizations is that trace semanticsconsiders all the sequences of actions that a process may perform|not only the com-pleted ones. Therefore, if a is the only action, every term containing occurrences of thebinary Kleene star operation has the set of all �nite sequences of a actions as its set oftraces. This means, in particular, that any two terms involving occurrences of the binaryKleene star operation are equivalent in trace semantics. Such terms must have the samedenotation in every model for trace equivalence.We conclude this introduction by providing a brief road-map to the contents of thispaper. We begin by introducing the basic notions from process theory that will be neededin the remainder of this study (Sect. 2). The language of Basic Process Algebra withbinary Kleene star and its operational semantics are discussed in Sect. 3. We then presentthe proof of our main result, which is articulated as follows. In Sect. 4 we introduce thefamily of (in)equivalences on which our argument rests, and reduce the proof of our mainresult to that of a theorem to the e�ect that no �nite set of (in)equations, that are sound incompleted trace semantics, can su�ce to prove all of their instances (Thm. 4.5). A proofof Thm. 4.5 is then presented in Sect. 4.1. We begin by studying a normal form for theterms in the language BPA� modulo completed trace equivalence (Sect. 4.1.1). Finally,for every �nite set of inequations sound in completed trace semantics, we show how tobuild a model in which the inequation I:p fails for some prime number p (Sect. 4.1.2). Thisis su�cient to ensure that the inequality I:p cannot be proven from the inequations underconsideration. We then go on to present an analysis of some axiomatic questions on tracesemantics over the language BPA�, when the set of actions is a singleton (Sect. 5). Moreprecisely, we show that, unlike all the other process semantics considered in the paper,trace equivalence and preorder do have �nite, complete equational axiomatizations overclosed terms. We also present evidence that the �nite axiom systems that completelycharacterize trace semantics over closed terms are not powerful enough to prove all validequations between open terms (Propn. 5.5). The paper concludes with a discussion ofour results vis-�a-vis the completeness theorem by Fokkink and Zantema for bisimulationequivalence|cf. Sect. 6, where the reader will also �nd more pointers to related literature,and suggestions for further research.2 PreliminariesIn this section we present the basic notions from process theory that will be needed inthe remainder of this study. 5



2.1 Labelled Transitions SystemsWe begin by reviewing the model of labelled transition systems [43, 57] that abstractsfrom the operational semantics of many concurrent calculi.De�nition 2.1 (Labelled Transition Systems) A labelled transition system (lts) isa triple (Proc;Act;n a!j a 2 Acto), where:� Proc is a set of states, ranged over by s, possibly subscripted or superscripted;� Act is a set of actions, ranged over by a, possibly subscripted;� a!� Proc� Proc is a transition relation, for every a 2 Act. As usual, we shall usethe more suggestive notation p a! q in lieu of (p; q) 2 a!, and write s a9 i� s a! s0for no state s0.For n � 0 and & = a1 : : : an 2 Act�, we write s &! s0 i� there exist states s0; : : : ; sn suchthat s = s0 a1! s1 a2! � � � sn�1 an! sn = s0. In that case, we say that & is a trace (of lengthn) of the state s. For a state s 2 Proc we de�ne:initials(s) �= na 2 Act j 9s0 : s a! s0o :We say that s is deadlocked i� initials(s) is empty. An action a will be called a terminationaction of a state s i� s a! s0 for some deadlocked state s0.2.2 From Ready Simulation to Completed TracesLabelled transition systems describe the operational behaviour of processes in great detail.In order to abstract from irrelevant information on the way processes compute, a wealthof notions of behavioural equivalence or approximation have been studied in the literatureon process theory. A systematic investigation of these notions is presented in [35, 37] (seealso [34, Chapter I]), where van Glabbeek presents the so-called linear time/branchingtime spectrum, i.e., the lattice of all the known behavioural equivalences over labelledtransition systems ordered by inclusion. In this study, we shall investigate a fragment ofthe notions of equivalence and preorder from [35]. These we now proceed to present forthe sake of completeness.De�nition 2.2 (Simulation, Ready Simulation and Bisimulation)� A binary relation R on states is a simulation i� whenever s1 R s2 and a is anaction:- if s1 a! s01, then there is a transition s2 a! s02 such that s01 R s02.� A binary relation R on states is a ready simulation i� it is a simulation with theproperty that, whenever s1 R s2 and a is an action:- if s1 a9, then s2 a9. 6



� A bisimulation is a symmetric simulation.Two states s and s0 are bisimilar, written s $ s0, i� there is a bisimulation that relatesthem. Henceforth the relation $ will be referred to as bisimulation equivalence. Wewrite s @�S s0 (resp. s @�RS s0) i� there is a simulation (resp. a ready simulation) R withs R s0.Bisimulation equivalence [56, 50] relates two states in a labelled transition system preciselywhen they have the same branching structure. Simulation (see, e.g., [56]) and readysimulation [14, 48] relax this requirement to di�erent degrees. The following notions,which are all based on decorated versions of traces, are induced by yet further ways ofabstracting from the full branching structure of processes.De�nition 2.3 (Decorated Trace Semantics)� We say that a sequence of actions & is a completed trace of a state s i� s &! s0 forsome deadlocked state s0. The set of completed traces of a state s will be denotedby completed-traces(s). For states s; s0 we write s @�CT s0 i� the set of completedtraces of s is included in that of s0.� We say that a sequence X0a1X1 : : : anXn, where n � 0, the Xi are subsets of Actand the ai are actions, is a ready trace of a state s i� there exist states s0; : : : ; snsuch that s = s0 a1! s1 a2! � � � sn�1 an! sn = s0, and initials(si) = Xi for every i. Theset of ready traces of a state s will be denoted by ready-traces(s). For states s; s0we write s @�RT s0 i� the set of ready traces of s is included in that of s0.- Let X be a subset of Act. For states s; s0, we write s X! s0 i� s = s0 and initials(s)\X = ?. The relations X! will be called the refusal relations. The failure trace rela-tions &!, for & 2 �Act [ 2Act��, are de�ned as the reexive and transitive closuresof the refusal and transition relations. We say that a sequence & 2 �Act [ 2Act��,is a failure trace of a state s i� s &! s0 for some state s0. The set of failure tracesof a state s will be denoted by failure-traces(s). For states s; s0 we write s @�FT s0 i�the set of failure traces of s is included in that of s0.� For a state s we de�ne:readies(s) �= n(&;X) j & 2 Act�;X � Act and 9s0 : s &! s0 and initials(s0) = Xofailures(s) �= n(&;X) j & 2 Act�;X � Act and 9s0 : s &! s0 and initials(s0) \X = ?oFor states s; s0 we write s @�F s0 i� failures(s) is included in failures(s0), and s @�R s0i� readies(s) is included in readies(s0).For @ 2 fS;RS;CT;RT;FT;F;Rg, the relation @�@ is a preorder over states of an arbitrarylabelled transition system; its kernel will be denoted by '@.The following result is a standard one in process theory (cf., e.g., [35] where a veryinformative discussion of the equivalences and preorders in the linear time/branchingtime spectrum may be found). 7



Proposition 2.4 In any transition system,@�S @�FT% % &$ ! @�RS ! @�RT @�F ! @�CT& %@�Rwhere a directed edge from one relation to another means that the source of the edge isincluded in the target. The same inclusions hold for the kernels of the preorders.Remark: All the inclusions presented in the previous proposition are proper if the labelled tran-sition system under consideration includes, modulo bisimulation equivalence, the synchronizationtrees [49] used in the examples presented in [35].3 BPA with Binary Kleene StarWe begin by presenting the language of Basic Process Algebra (BPA) [11] with binaryKleene star [44] and its operational semantics.3.1 The SyntaxWe assume a non-empty alphabet Act of atomic actions, with typical elements a; b; c, anda countably in�nite set Var of process variables, disjoint from Act, with typical elementsx; y; z. We shall use � to range over Act [ Var.The language (BPA�(Act)) of Basic Process Algebra with binary Kleene star is givenby the following BNF grammar:P ::= � j P + P j P � P j P �P :The set of closed terms, i.e., terms that do not contain occurrences of process variables,is denoted by T(BPA�(Act)). We shall use P;Q;R;S; T to range over (BPA�(Act)). Inwriting terms over the above syntax, we shall always assume that the operator � bindsstronger than +, and occurrences of � will often be omitted. With these conventions, theterm PQ + R stands for (P �Q) + R. We shall use the symbol � to stand for syntacticequality of terms. The set of process variables occurring in a term P will be writtenVar(P ), and we shall use StarVar(P ) to stand for the set of process variables occurring onthe left-hand side of a star in P .Intuitively, closed terms stand for agents whose behaviour is completely speci�ed,whereas terms containing occurrences of process variables denote agents with partiallyspeci�ed behaviour. For example, an atomic action a stands for a process that can onlyperform itself in one computational step and terminate in doing so; on the other hand,the term a+ x denotes a partially speci�ed process, whose behaviour depends in part onthat of the process term that is substituted for the variable x.Apart from actions and variables, the signature of the language (BPA�(Act)) includesthe binary operators of alternative composition + and sequential composition � familiar8



from the theory of Basic Process Algebra [11, 8], and the original binary version ofthe Kleene star operator introduced in [44]. The term P �Q stands for a process whosebehaviour is speci�ed by the following de�ning equation:P �Q = P (P �Q) +Q :A (closed) substitution is a mapping from process variables to (closed) terms in thelanguage (BPA�(Act)). For every term P and (closed) substitution �, the (closed) termobtained by replacing every occurrence of a variable x in P with the (closed) term �(x)will be written P�. We shall use the notation [P=x] to denote the substitution mappingthe variable x to P , and acting like the identity on all the other variables.Notation 3.1 For I = fi1; : : : ; ing a �nite, non-empty index set, we write Pi2I Pi forPi1 + � � �+ Pin .For a term P and a positive integer n, we writePn �= P � P � � �P| {z }n-timesand use P�n as a short-hand for P + P 2 + � � �+ Pn.3.2 Operational SemanticsThe operational semantics for the language of closed terms T(BPA�(Act)) is given by thelabelled transition system�T(BPA�(Act))[ fXg;Act;n a!j a 2 Acto�where the transition relations a! are the least binary relations over T(BPA�(Act))[ fXgsatisfying the rules in Table 1. Intuitively, a transition P a! Q means that the systemrepresented by the term P can perform the action a, thereby evolving into Q. Thespecial symbol X represents (successful) termination; therefore the interpretation of thestatement P a! X is that the process term P can terminate by performing the atomicaction a. Note that X is the only deadlocked state in the labelled transition system forT(BPA�(Act)).With the above de�nitions, the language T(BPA�(Act)) inherits all the notions ofequivalence and preorder over processes de�ned in Sect. 2.2. The following result isstandard.Proposition 3.2 For @ 2 fRS;CT;RT;FT;F;Rg, the relations @�@ and '@ are pre-served by the operators in the signature of (BPA�(Act)). The same holds for bisimula-tion equivalence.Proof: The congruence result for bisimulation equivalence is well-known (cf., e.g., [32]).The congruence property for the relations @�RS and 'RS is easily established using the factthat, as X is the only deadlocked state in the labelled transition system for T(BPA�(Act)),if P @�RS Q and P a!X, then Q a!X.9



a a!XP a!XP +Q a!X Q a!XP + Q a!X P a! P 0P + Q a! P 0 Q a! Q0P +Q a! Q0P a!XP �Q a! Q P a! P 0P �Q a! P 0 �QP a!XP �Q a! P �Q P a! P 0P �Q a! P 0(P �Q) Q a!XP �Q a!X Q a! Q0P �Q a! Q0Table 1: Transition RulesFor each of the relations introduced in Def. 2.3, the set of relevant traces of a composite processcan be de�ned uniformly from those of its components. For example, the set of ready traces of aterm P 2 T(BPA�(Act)) can be inductively de�ned thus:� The set of ready traces of a 2 Act is ffag; faga?g.� The sequence X0a1X1 : : :anXn is contained in ready-traces(P + Q) i� X0 = initials(P ) [initials(Q) and1. n = 0, or2. n > 0, and initials(P )a1X1 : : :anXn is a ready trace of P or initials(Q)a1X1 : : :anXnis a ready trace of Q.� The sequence X0a1X1 : : : anXn is contained in ready-traces(PQ) i� one of the followingconditions hold:1. X0a1X1 : : : anXn is contained in ready-traces(P ) and Xn is non-empty, or2. there exists 0 < i � n such that(a) X0a1X1 : : : ai? is a ready trace of P , and(b) Xiai+1Xi+1 : : :anXn is a ready trace of Q.� The sequence X0a1X1 : : :anXn is contained in ready-traces(P �Q) i� there exist1. a non-negative integer k,2. ready traces of P of the formXi;0ai;1Xi;1 : : :ai;ni? (0 < i � k; ni � 0)and3. a ready trace of P or QXk+1;0ak+1;1Xk+1;1 : : :ak+1;nk+1Xk+1;nk+1 (nk+1 � 0)with the property that Xk+1;nk+1 is non-empty if the above is a ready trace of P ,10



such thatX0a1X1 : : :anXn =Xa1;1X1;1 : : :a1;n1X : : :Xak;1Xk;1 : : :ak;nkXak+1;1Xk+1;1 : : : ak+1;nk+1Xk+1;nk+1where X = initials(P ) [ initials(Q).The result follows immediately from this observation. 2Remark: In [36], van Glabbeek has presented a format of operational rules in Plotkin's SOSstyle [57] with the property that every operation speci�ed using rules in that format is guaranteedto preserve ready trace equivalence. One of the requirements that such rules have to satisfy isrelated to the notion of connectedness. Connectedness is the smallest equivalence relation overbound variables in a rule, in the sense of [38], such that x and y are connected i� the rule has anantecedent of the form x a! y. One of the requirements for van Glabbeek's ready trace formatis that no two occurrences of variables in the target of a rule are connected in that rule. Thisrequirement is not met by the rule P a! P 0P �Q a! P 0(P �Q)because the variables P and P 0 are connected in the above rule, and both occur in the termP 0(P �Q). On the other hand, as shown above, the binary Kleene star operation preserves @�RTand, a fortiori, ready trace equivalence.Unlike all the semantics considered in Propn. 3.2, the simulation preorder @�S and itskernel are not preserved by the operators of sequential composition and binary Kleenestar, at least if the set of actions contains two distinct elements. For example, as X is theleast element with respect to the simulation preorder, it follows that a @�S aa. However,the reader will �nd it easy to check that neither ab @�S (aa)b nor a�b @�S (aa)�b holds.Remark: As we shall see in Sect. 5 (cf. Propn. 5.3), if the set of actions is a singleton, then thesimulation preorder is preserved by the operators in the signature of the language T(BPA�(Act)),and coincides with the preorder induced by trace inclusion [41]. This semantics will have a ratherpeculiar place in the technical developments of this paper. We refer the impatient reader to Sect. 5for details.Following Milner [49], we consider the largest precongruence over T(BPA�(Act)) that isincluded in the simulation preorder.De�nition 3.3 A context is a term R 2 (BPA�(Act)) containing at most the variablex. The relation @�cS over T(BPA�(Act)) is de�ned thus:P @�cS Q �= R[P=x] @�S R[Q=x]; for every context R :It is easy to see that the relation @�cS is indeed the largest precongruence over the languageT(BPA�(Act)) which is included in @�S . We now proceed to characterize this precongru-ence explicitly, in the case that the set of actions Act is in�nite.De�nition 3.4 The relation @�SC is the largest one over T(BPA�(Act)) such that P @�SCQ i� for every action a, 11



- if P a! P 0, then there is a transition Q a! Q0 such that P 0 @�SC Q0;- if P a!X, then Q a!X.Proposition 3.5 The relation @�SC is a precongruence over the language T(BPA�(Act)).Moreover, if the set of actions Act is in�nite, @�SC coincides with @�cS.Proof: It is easy to check that @�SC is a precongruence over the language T(BPA�(Act)) whichis included in @�S . It follows that @�SC is included in @�cS because the latter is the largest relationwith these properties. We now show that the converse inclusion also holds, under the assumptionthat Act is in�nite. To this end, assume that P @�cS Q. Choose an action b not occurring in P andQ. (Note that, as Act is in�nite, such an action may always be found.) By the de�nition of @�cS itfollows that Pb @�S Qb. Note now that the relationR �= �(R;S) j Rb @�S Sb; b not occurring in R and S	satis�es the de�ning clauses of @�SC . This is easily checked, using the fact that, as b does not occurin R and S, if Rb @�S Sb then the termination actions of R are included in those of S. Hence, Ris included in @�SC . Since the pair (P;Q) is contained in R, it follows that P @�SC Q. 2Remark: If the set of actions is �nite, then the preorder @�SC is strictly included in @�cS . Tosee that this is indeed the case, let us assume that Act = fa1; : : : ; ang for some positive integern. Consider the term P � (a1 + : : : + an)�(a1a1). As P ai! P for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, theterm P dominates every other term in the language T(BPA�(Act)) with respect to the simulationpreorder, i.e., Q @�S P holds for every Q 2 T(BPA�(Act)). We shall now argue that the followinginequality holds: a1 @�cS P :(2)To this end, we begin by studying the e�ect of substituting the term P for the variable x ina context R. Let �= denote the least congruence over (BPA�(Act)) that satis�es the followingaxioms: x+ y = y + x(x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z)(x+ y)z = xz + yz(xy)z = x(yz)x(x�y) + y = x�yWe say that a context R is initially closed i� R �= Pi2I R0iR00i , for some �nite index set I, andterms R0i 2 T(BPA�(Act)) and R00i 2 (BPA�(Act)). Intuitively, if R is initially closed, then, forevery substitution [Q=x], the initial transitions of the term R[Q=x] do not depend upon those ofQ.Lemma 3.6 Suppose that Act = fa1; : : : ; ang. Let P � (a1 + : : :+ an)�(a1a1). Then, for everycontext R 2 (BPA�(Act)),� either R[P=x] 'S P ,� or R is initially closed.Proof: First of all, note that, for every closed term Q 2 T(BPA�(Act)),12



- Q+ P 'S P +Q 'S P ,- PQ 'S P and- Q�P 'S P �Q 'S P .The claim now follows by a straightforward induction on the structure of the context R. 2Using the above lemma, we are now in a position to prove that (2) holds.Proposition 3.7 Suppose that Act = fa1; : : : ; ang. Let P � (a1 + : : : + an)�(a1a1). Thena1 @�cS P .Proof: Consider the relation R de�ned thus:R �= � $ � f(R[a1=x]; R[P=x]) j R an initially closed contextg � $ �[ �(Q;P 0) j Q;P 0 2 T(BPA�(Act)); P @�S P 0	 :Note, �rst of all, that the pair of terms (R[a1=x]; R[P=x]) is contained in R for every context R(Lem. 3.6). To prove the claim, it is therefore su�cient to show that R is a simulation. To thisend, assume that S R T and that S a! S0. We shall now prove that there exists a term T 0 suchthat T a! T 0 and S0 R T 0.As S R T , the de�nition of R yields that1. either S $ R[a1=x] and T $ R[P=x] for some initially closed context R,2. or P @�S T .We proceed with the proof by considering these cases in turn.1. Assume that S $ R[a1=x] and T $ R[P=x] for some initially closed context R. As R isinitially closed, it follows that R �= Pi2I R0iR00i , for some terms R0i 2 T(BPA�(Act)) andR00i 2 (BPA�(Act)). Moreover, since the de�ning axioms of �= are sound with respect tobisimulation equivalence (cf. Thm. 4.1 below), the terms R[a1=x] and Pi2I R0i(R00i [a1=x])are bisimilar, and so are R[P=x] and Pi2I R0i(R00i [P=x]).As S a! S0 and S $ R[a1=x] $ Pi2I R0i(R00i [a1=x]), there exists a term R0 such thatXi2I R0i(R00i [a1=x]) a! R0 and S0 $ R0 :Since each R0i is closed, the term R0 can only have one of the following two forms:- R0 � R00i [a1=x] for some index i 2 I such that R0i a!X, or- R0 � R̂0i(R00i [a1=x]) for some index i 2 I and closed term R̂0i such that R0i a! R̂0i.We continue with the proof by examining the forms R0 may take.- Assume that R0 � R00i [a1=x] for some index i 2 I such that R0i a!X. As R0i a!X, itfollows that Xi2I R0i(R00i [P=x]) a! R00i [P=x] :Moreover, as T $ R[P=x] $ Pi2I R0i(R00i [P=x]), there exists a term T 0 such thatT a! T 0 and T 0 $ R00i [P=x]. Using Lem. 3.6, we infer that either R00i is initially closed,or T 0 $ R00i [P=x] 'S P . In both cases, it follows that S0 R T 0.13



- Assume that R0 � R̂0i(R00i [a1=x]) for some index i 2 I and closed term R̂0i such thatR0i a! R̂0i. As R0i a! R̂0i, it follows thatXi2I R0i(R00i [P=x]) a! R̂0i(R00i [P=x]) :Moreover, as T $ R[P=x] $ Pi2I R0i(R00i [P=x]), there exists a term T 0 such thatT a! T 0 and T 0 $ R̂0i(R00i [P=x]). The fact that S0 R T 0 now follows immediatelybecause the context R̂0iR00i is initially closed.2. Assume that P @�S T . As S a! S0 and a 2 fa1; : : : ; ang, it follows that P a! P . ThereforeT a! T 0 for some term T 0 such that P @�S T 0. By the de�nition of R, it follows immediatelythat S0 R T 0.We have therefore shown that R is indeed a simulation relation. We previously noted that thepair of terms (R[a1=x]; R[P=x]) is contained in R for every context R. Hence a1 @�cS P follows.2However, a1 6@�SC P , because a1 can terminate in one step whereas P cannot.The example discussed in the previous remark is, to our mind, rather peculiar, and rein-forces our belief that @�SC is the variation on the simulation preorder that is appropriatefor the language T(BPA�(Act)). The reader familiar with [10, 32] will also realize thatstandard bisimulation equivalence over T(BPA�(Act)) is the largest symmetric relationincluded in @�SC. For these reasons, in the technical developments to follow we shall onlyconsider the preorder @�SC . For later use, we now proceed to study its relationships withthe other semantics considered in this paper.Proposition 3.8 Over the language T(BPA�(Act)), the preorder @�SC is included in @�CT ,and includes @�RS. Moreover, @�SC coincides with @�RS i� Act is a singleton.Proof: The fact that @�SC is included in @�CT , and includes @�RS , follows immediately from thede�nitions of these relations.We now argue that @�SC coincides with @�RS i� Act is a singleton. To this end, note that theconstraint on the set of actions is certainly necessary. In fact, if a 6= b, then a @�SC a + b, buta 6@�RS a + b. To see that it is also su�cient, note that, if the set of actions is a singleton, then@�SC is a ready simulation. 2In light of Propns. 3.2 and 3.5, for @ 2 fRS;SC;CT;RT;FT;F;Rg, we can constructthe algebra T(BPA�(Act))= '@ of closed (BPA�(Act))-terms modulo '@. That is, forP;Q 2 (BPA�(Act)),T(BPA�(Act))= '@ j= P = Q , (for all closed substitutions � : P� '@ Q�) :Each of these algebras has, in fact, the structure of an ordered algebra, in the sense of[15, 39], and, for P;Q 2 (BPA�(Act)),T(BPA�(Act))= '@ j= P � Q , (for all closed substitutions � : P� @�@ Q�) :In both cases, we say that the relevant equation (resp. inequation) is valid, or sound,with respect to '@ (resp. @�@). We shall now proceed to show that none of these (ordered)algebras has a �nite (in)equational axiomatization.14



Remark: A precongruence relation @� over the algebra (BPA�(Act)) is fully invariant, or substi-tutive, if P @� Q implies P� @� Q�, for every substitution �. For @ 2 fRS; SC;CT;RT; FT; F;Rg,we extend the preorder @�@ to the whole of (BPA�(Act)) thus:P @�@ Q �= T(BPA�(Act))= '@ j= P � Q :It is easy to see that the precongruence @�@ so de�ned is fully invariant. Similar remarks apply tothe congruence relation '@.4 Non-Finitely Based Process SemanticsIn the setting of bisimulation equivalence over the language (BPA�(Act)), the followingresult was �rst obtained by Fokkink and Zantema [32] for closed terms only, and haslater been extended to open terms in [31], where an alternative proof of the originalcompleteness theorem of Fokkink and Zantema is also given.Theorem 4.1 (Fokkink and Zantema) The axiom system in Table 2 completely ax-iomatizes bisimulation equivalence over (BPA�(Act)).Thus bisimulation equivalence has a �nite equational axiomatization over the language(BPA�(Act)). In light of this positive result on the mathematical tractability of bisim-ulation equivalence over the language of Basic Process Algebra with binary Kleene star,a natural question to ask is whether any other (pre)congruence relation in the lineartime/branching time spectrum is �nitely (in)equationally axiomatizable over it. Weshall now show that, unlike bisimulation equivalence, none of the other preorders andequivalences presented in Sect. 2.2 are �nitely based|the one peculiar exception beingsimulation semantics over closed terms when the set of actions is a singleton (cf. Sect. 5).A1 x+ y = y + xA2 (x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z)A3 x+ x = xA4 (x+ y)z = xz + yzA5 (xy)z = x(yz)BKS1 x(x�y) + y = x�yBKS2 (x�y)z = x�(yz)BKS3 x�(y((x+ y)�z) + z) = (x+ y)�zTable 2: The axiom system for bisimulation equivalenceOur main aim in the remainder of the paper will be to prove the following negativeresult.Theorem 4.2 None of the preorders @�@ with @ 2 fRS;SC;CT;RT;FT;F;Rg has a�nite inequational axiomatization over (BPA�(Act)). Similarly, none of the equivalence15



relations they induce has a �nite equational axiomatization over (BPA�(Act)). Theseresults also hold if we restrict ourselves to axiomatizations of these relations over closedterms only.In order to prove this theorem, we shall show that there is a family of (in)equivalencesthat holds in ready simulation semantics, and a fortiori with respect to any behaviouralrelation that is coarser than it, whose instances cannot all be proven by means of any�nite set of (in)equations that are sound in completed trace semantics. The remainderof this paper will be devoted to a formalization of this proof strategy.Notation 4.3 For an axiom system T , we write T ` P = Q (resp. T ` P � Q) i� theequation P = Q (resp. the inequation P � Q) is provable from the axiom system Tusing the rules of equational (resp. inequational) logic.In the sequel, an equation P = Q will sometimes be considered as a short-hand forthe pair of inequations P � Q and Q � P .We write P =AC Q whenever P and Q are equal modulo commutativity and associa-tivity of +, i.e., whenever A1,A2 ` P = Q. We say that a term Q is a summand of Pi� P � Q or A1,A2 ` P = Q+R for some term R.The family of (in)equivalences that we are going to use in our proof of Thm. 4.2 is anadaptation of an axiom schema familiar from the theory of regular algebra (cf., e.g., theequation schema C14:n in [20, page 25]). Consider the equation schemaE:n a�(an) + (an)�a�n = (an)�a�nand the inequation schema I:n a�(an) � (an)�a�nwhere a is an action and n is a positive integer. Note, �rst of all, that, for n greater than1, none of the equivalences E:n is sound with respect to bisimulation equivalence. In fact,as n > 1, the term a�(an) + (an)�a�n has a sequence of two transitionsa�(an) + (an)�a�n a! a�(an) a! an�1leading to a term whose only behaviour is to reach a deadlocked state after having per-formed n � 1 a-actions. As n > 1, this behaviour cannot be matched by (an)�a�n. Onthe other hand, we have that:Fact 4.4 For @ 2 fRS; SC;CT;RT;FT;F;Rg, the inequations I:n are sound with respectto @�@, and the equations E:n are sound with respect to '@.Proof: In light of Propns. 2.4 and 3.8, it is su�cient to show that each instance of E:n and I:nis sound with respect to 'RS . To this end, check that the relationR �= n�a�(an); ai(an)��a�n�� j n � 1; 0 � i < no [ n�ai; aj(an)��a�n�� j 0 � j < i < no[ n�(an)�a�n; a�(an) + (an)�a�n� j n � 1o[ n�a�(an) + (an)�a�n; (an)�a�n� j n � 1o[ IT(BPA�(Act))[fXg16



where IT(BPA�(Act))[fXg denotes the identity relation over the set T(BPA�(Act)) [ fXg, is aready simulation. 2Thm. 4.2 will follow if we can show that no �nite set of equations (resp. inequations) thatis sound with respect to 'CT (resp. @�CT ) can prove all the equalities E:n (resp. all theinequalities I:n). This is the import of the following theorem.Theorem 4.51. For every �nite set of inequations that is sound with respect to @�CT , there is a primenumber p such that the inequality I:p is not provable from the inequations in thatset. Moreover, this holds even if we add to the inequations in that set all the axiomsof the form I:n and E:n with n not divisible by p.2. For every �nite set of equations that is sound with respect to 'CT , there is a primenumber p such that the equality E:p is not provable from the equations in that set.Moreover, this holds even if we add to the equations in that set all the axioms ofthe form E:n with n not divisible by p.Using the above result on the power of �nite (in)equational axiom systems that are soundin completed trace semantics, we can obtain the following corollary.Corollary 4.6 No precongruence (resp. congruence) relation over T(BPA�(Act)) thatis included in @�CT (resp. 'CT ) and satis�es I:n (resp. E:n) for all n � 1 has a �niteinequational (resp. equational) axiomatization.Proof: Let @� be a precongruence relation over T(BPA�(Act)) that is included in @�CT , andsatis�es I:n for all n � 1. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there is a �nite set ofinequations E that completely axiomatizes @� over the language T(BPA�(Act)). As @� is includedin @�CT , E is sound with respect to @�CT . Since @� satis�es the closed inequalities I:n for all n � 1,and E is complete for @� over T(BPA�(Act)), it follows that E ` I:n for all n � 1. This contradictsThm. 4.5(1).A similar reasoning shows that no congruence relation over T(BPA�(Act)), that satis�es theproviso of the statement, has a �nite equational axiomatization. 2Using Corollary 4.6, it is now a simple matter to show Thm. 4.2. To this end, it issu�cient to note that every preorder in the linear time/branching time spectrum whichincludes @�RS , and is included in @�CT , is a precongruence over the language (BPA�(Act))(Propns. 3.2 and 3.5) satisfying all the inequalities I:n for n � 1 (Fact. 4.4). Therefore ev-ery such preorder cannot be �nitely inequationally axiomatized (Corollary 4.6). A similarreasoning shows that no congruence relation that lies in between 'RT and 'CT is �nitelyequationally axiomatizable over T(BPA�(Act)). As (in)equality of closed terms cannot be�nitely (in)equationally axiomatized, a fortiori neither can (in)equality over open termsin the language (BPA�(Act)), that is, none of the (ordered) algebras T(BPA�(Act))= '@(@ 2 fRS;SC;CT;RT;FT;F;Rg) is �nitely based.In light of the above discussion, all that we are left to do to prove Thm. 4.2 is to showThm. 4.5, and the remainder of this section will be devoted to a presentation of a proofof that result. 17



4.1 A proof of Thm. 4.5The proof of Thm. 4.5 we now proceed to present is based on an adaptation of a beautifulargument due to Conway (cf. [20, Thm. 2, page 105]). In op. cit., Conway o�ers twoproofs of a theorem, originally due to Redko [58], to the e�ect that equality of regularexpressions cannot be axiomatized using a �nite number of equations. The argument wepresent below is inspired by the second of those proofs (cf. [20, Pages 105{107]), and ismodel-theoretic in nature. In order to show Thm. 4.5, for every �nite set of (in)equationsthat are valid in completed trace semantics we shall build a model that does not satisfyall of the instances of I:n and E:n. The construction of the model relies heavily on theuse of prime numbers, as do related arguments presented in, e.g., [20, 26, 47, 64].The proof of Thm. 4.5 will be delivered in two steps. We begin by studying a normalform for the terms in the language (BPA�(Act)) modulo completed trace equivalencethat will be useful in the proof of this result (Sect. 4.1.1). Finally, for every �nite set ofinequations sound in completed trace semantics, we show how to build a model in whichthe inequation I:p fails for some prime number p (Sect. 4.1.2). This is su�cient to ensurethat the inequality I:p cannot be proven from the inequations under consideration.4.1.1 Normal FormsIn what follows, it will be convenient to consider a notion of normal form for terms incompleted trace semantics.De�nition 4.7 A term P 2 (BPA�(Act)) is +-free i� it does not contain occurrencesof the +-operation. A term P is in normal form i� P =AC Pi2I Pi for some �nite,non-empty index set I and +-free terms Pi.The length of a term P is inductively de�ned thus:length(�) �= 1length(P + Q) �= length(P ) + length(Q)length(PQ) �= length(P )length(Q)length(P �Q) �= length(Q) :We shall now show that each (BPA�(Act)) term is completed trace equivalent to anormal form with the same length. (Note that, as the length of every +-free term is1, the length of a normal form is the number of summands occurring in it.) To obtainthis normalization result, it will be convenient to use the equations in Table 3, which areeasily seen to be sound with respect to completed trace equivalence.(x+ y)z = xz + yzx(y + z) = xy + xzx�(y + z) = x�y + x�z(x+ y)�z = (x�y)�(x�z)Table 3: Normalization Equations18



Lemma 4.8 Every P 2 (BPA�(Act)) may be proven equal to a normal form, which hasthe same length and the same variables as P , using the equations in Table 3 as rewriterules from left to right.Proof: A simple induction on the sum of the lengths of Q and R shows that, for normal formsQ and R,- QR is provably equal to a normal form whose length is length(Q)length(R), and- Q�R is provably equal to a normal form whose length is length(R).The fact that every term P is provably equal to a normal form, whose length is that of P , thenfollows by a straightforward structural induction on terms. The normalization process preservesthe variables in terms because exactly the same variables occur on both sides of each equation inTable 3. 2Notation 4.9 For a term P , we use vars(P ) to denote the total number of occurrences ofvariables in P , and weight(P ) (the weight of the term P ) to stand for 2vars(P )length(P ).Example: For every positive integer n, the normal form associated with the term(an)�a�n is Pni=1(an)�(ai) which has length, and weight, n. 2The crux of our proof of Thm. 4.5 is the construction, for every prime number p, of anordered algebra Ap over the signature of the language (BPA�(Act)) with the followingproperties:P1 For every positive integer n, the inequation I:n and the equation E:n fail in Ap i�p divides n.P2 Every inequation P � Q, that is sound in the algebra T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT , whereQ is a term whose weight is smaller than p, is valid in Ap.In fact, if we can construct the algebras Ap satisfying the above properties, then Thm. 4.5follows thus:Proof of Thm. 4.5: We prove the two statements separately.1. Let E = fPi � Qi j i 2 Ig be a �nite set of inequations that is valid in completed tracesemantics. Let m be the supremum of the weights of the terms Qi. Choose p as the leastprime number greater than m. Then the inequations in E and all the instances of I:n andE:n for n not divisible by p are valid in the algebra Ap (properties P1 and P2). Moreover,the inequation I:p and the equation E:p fail in Ap (property P1). As Ap is a model of theaxiom system E [ fI:n;E:n j n mod p 6= 0g in which I:p and E:p fail, it follows that I:p andE:p are not provable from E [ fI:n;E:n j n mod p 6= 0g.2. Let E = fPi = Qi j i 2 Ig be a �nite set of equations that is valid in completed tracesemantics. Note that any ordered algebra is a model of E i� it is a model of the �nitecollection of inequations E� de�ned thus:E� �= fPi � Qi; Qi � Pi j i 2 Ig :The claim now follows immediately by mimicking the proof of statement 1.19



The proof of the theorem is now complete. 2In light of the previous discussion, in order to complete the proof of Thm. 4.5, we are leftto construct, for every prime number p, an ordered algebra Ap having the properties P1and P2 stated above.4.1.2 The Algebra ApWe shall now proceed to build, for every prime number p, an ordered algebra Ap with theaforementioned properties. The construction we present mimics the one used by Conwayin his proof of the non-�nite axiomatizability of the theory of regular languages (cf. [20,pp. 105{107]).Let a be an arbitrary action. The cyclic group of rank p generated by a can bedepicted thus: 1 = a0 ! a1 ! a2 ! � � � ! ap�1 ! ap = 1 :The carrier Ap of the algebra Ap consists of non-empty formal sums of powers of a,together with the formal symbol a�, i.e.,Ap �= �Pi2I ai j ? � I � f0; : : : ; p� 1g	 [ fa�g :In order to give the set Ap enough structure to serve as a suitable semantic domain for thelanguage (BPA�(Act)), we need to de�ne the semantic counterparts of the operationsin its signature over it. To this end, we map every action in Act to the symbol a,and stipulate that the semantic counterparts of the binary operations are given by theequations in Table 4, where we use the meta-variables e and e0 to range over the setAp. In order to avoid confusion between syntactic and semantic operations, we shall usecircled symbols to denote the operations in the algebra Ap. For example, � stands forthe semantic counterpart of the + operation of (BPA�(Act)). Note that the operations� and � are commutative, but ~ is not. For example,a~1 = a� 6= a = 1~a :An Ap-environment is a mapping � from process variables to the set Ap. For a termP and an Ap-environment �, we shall use Ap[[P ]]� to denote the element of Ap that isassociated with the term P by the unique homomorphic extension of � to (BPA�(Act)).If P is a closed term, then Ap[[P ]]� is independent of the environment �. In that case, weshall simply write Ap[[P ]] for the denotation of P in the algebra Ap.We now de�ne a partial ordering on the set Ap thus:e vp e0 �= e� e0 = e0 :It is not hard to see that e vp e0 holds i�� e0 = a�, or� e =Pi2I ai, e0 =Pj2J aj and I is included in J .20



SUM1 Pi2I ai �Pj2J aj = Ph2I[J ahSUM2 a� � e = a�SUM3 e� a� = a�COMP1 Pi2I ai �Pj2J aj = Ph2f(i+j)modpj(i;j)2I�Jg ahCOMP2 a� � e = a�COMP3 e� a� = a�STAR e~e0 = ( e0 if e = 1a� otherwiseTable 4: The operation of the algebra ApNote, moreover, that the operations in the algebra Ap are monotonic with respect to theabove de�ned partial ordering. Therefore we have given Ap the structure of an orderedalgebra over the signature of the language (BPA�(Act)), in the sense of [15, 39]. It isnot hard to see that the equations in Table 3 are sound in the algebra Ap. Hence, if P isa term, and Pnf is a normal form for it, then, for every Ap-environment �,Ap[[P ]]� = Ap[[Pnf]]� :We now proceed to show that the algebra Ap meets the requirements P1 and P2 that weset out to achieve. To this end, note, �rst of all, that the inequations I:n fail in Ap if nis a multiple of p. In fact, in that case,Ap[[a�(an)]] = a� 6vp p�1Xi=0 ai = Ap��(an)�a�n�� :A fortiori, the equations E:n fail in Ap if n is a multiple of p. On the other hand, if p doesnot divide n then the equation E:n is valid in Ap, and, a fortiori, so is the inequation I:n.This follows becauseAp[[a�(an)]] = a� = (anmodp)~Ap��a�n�� = Ap[[an]]~Ap��a�n�� = Ap��(an)�a�n��where the second equality from the left holds because of the assumption that n is notdivisible by p.In light of the above discussion, it follows that the ordered algebra Ap satis�es therequirement P1 set out on page 19. Note that the aforementioned examples entail thatAp does not satisfy all the inequations that are valid in the algebra T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT .In particular, the inequation I:p, which is valid in T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT , fails in it. Asremarked in the example on page 19, the weight of (the normal form for) the term (ap)�a�pis p. We shall now proceed to show that requirement P2 is met by Ap, i.e., that everyinequation P � Q, with Q a term of weight smaller than p, which is sound in the algebraT(BPA�(Act))= 'CT , is valid in Ap. 21



As a stepping stone towards the proof of the fact that Ap meets requirement P2, weshall now argue that the failure of the inequation I:p in the algebra Ap is paradigmatic.In fact, if P � Q is an inequation that is sound in completed trace semantics, and � is anAp-environment such that Ap[[P ]]� 6vp Ap[[Q]]�, then it must be the case that Ap[[P ]]� = a�and Ap[[Q]]� = Pp�1i=0 ai (cf. Lem. 4.15(2)). This implies that the algebra Ap is indeedvery close to being a model for completed trace semantics. All that we should need to doto turn Ap into such a model is to identify the elements a� and Pp�1i=0 ai.In the proof of a subsequent lemma (Lem. 4.14), we shall make use of some basicnotions from number theory. These we now proceed to recall, for the sake of clarity. Theinterested reader is referred to, e.g., [54] for more details.De�nition 4.10 Let p and q be integers. If a positive integer m divides the di�erencep� q, we say that p is congruent to q modulo m and write p � q (mod m).The following classic result pertaining to the solution of congruence equations (cf., e.g.,[54, Corollary 2.9]) will �nd application in the proof of Lem. 4.14(1).Theorem 4.11 Let p; q; r be integers with p and q relatively prime, i.e. with gcd(p; q) =1, and with q 6= 0. Then the equationpx � r (mod q)has an integer solution x1. All solutions are given by x = x1+jq, where j = 0;�1;�2; : : :.Notation 4.12 Let P be a term and a an action. We shall use Pa to denote the termobtained from P by replacing every occurrence of an action in P with a.Notation 4.13 Let [0 7! p] : f0; : : : ; p� 1g ! f1; : : : ; pg be the function that maps 0 top and acts like the identify on every other integer in its domain. For an Ap-environment�, let �� : Var! T(BPA�(Act)) denote the closed substitution which is de�ned by��(x) �= Pi2I a[07!p](i) if �(x) =Pi2I ai��(x) �= a�a if �(x) = a� :Lemma 4.141. Let Q;R 2 T(BPA�(Act)) be terms containing only occurrences of the action a 2Act. Suppose that p is a prime number p and i 2 f0; : : : ; p� 1g. Then anp+i is acompleted trace of Q�R for some n � 0 i� there exists a non-negative integer msuch that- either amp+i is a completed trace of R,- or there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; p� 1g such that amp+j is a completed trace of Q.2. Let P 2 (BPA�(Act)) and let � be an Ap-environment. Suppose that p is a primenumber. Then, for every i 2 f0; :::; p � 1g, ai vp Ap[[P ]]� i� anp+i is a completedtrace of Pa �� for some non-negative integer n.22



Proof: We prove the two statements separately.1. Let Q;R 2 T(BPA�(Act)) and a 2 Act. Assume that p is a prime number, and thati 2 f0; : : : ; p� 1g. We establish the two implications separately.� `Only If Implication'. Suppose that anp+i is a completed trace of Q�R for somen � 0. We shall prove that, for some m � 0, amp+i is a completed trace of R or thereexists j 2 f1; : : : ; p� 1g such that amp+j is a completed trace of Q. To this end, notethat it is su�cient to show that if every completed trace of Q has length that is amultiple of p, then amp+i is a completed trace of R for some m � 0. The simple proofof this fact is left to the reader.� `If Implication'. Suppose that, for some m � 0,A amp+i is a completed trace of R, orB there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; p� 1g such that amp+j is a completed trace of Q.We shall prove that anp+i is a completed trace of Q�R for some n � 0.The only non-trivial case to consider is when condition B above holds. In this case,we proceed as follows. As the set of completed traces of R is non-empty, and Rcontains only occurrences of action a, we can choose a completed trace ah of R, forsome positive integer h. Then, for every k � 0, the term Q�R has a completed traceak(mp+j)+h. We shall now argue that it is possible to choose k such that, for somen � 0, k(mp + j) + h = np+ i :To this end, note that such a k can be found i� the congruence equation in theunknown k jk � i � h (mod p)has a non-negative solution. This is an immediate consequence of Thm. 4.11, becausej and p are relatively prime.This completes the proof of statement 1.2. Let P 2 (BPA�(Act)), and let p be a prime number. Assume that i 2 f0; : : : ; p� 1g. Weprove the statement by induction on the structure of P , and proceed by a case analysis onthe form P may take.- Case: P � b.In this case, ai vp Ap[[P ]]� holds only for i = 1, because Ap[[P ]]� = a. Moreover,Pa�� � a, so a is the only completed trace of Pa��.- Case: P � x.In this case, Ap[[P ]]� = �(x) and Pa�� = ��(x). It follows easily from the de�nition of ��that ai vp �(x) i� ��(x) has a completed trace anp+i for some n 2 f0; 1g.- Case: P � Q+ R.In this case, Ap[[P ]]� = Ap[[Q]]� � Ap[[R]]�. So ai vp Ap[[P ]]� i� either ai vp Ap[[Q]]�or ai vp Ap[[R]]�. By induction, this is the case i� either Qa�� or Ra�� has a completedtrace of the form anp+i for some non-negative integer n. Finally, this holds i� Pa�� �Qa��+ Ra�� has a completed trace of the form anp+i.- Case: P � QR.As Ap[[P ]]� = Ap[[Q]]� � Ap[[R]]�, using the de�nition of � it is not hard to see thatai vp Ap[[P ]]� i� aj vp Ap[[Q]]� and ak vp Ap[[R]]�, for some j; k 2 f0; : : : ; p� 1gwith (j + k) mod p = i. By induction, this holds i� Qa�� and Ra�� have completed23



traces alp+j and amp+k for non-negative integers l and m, respectively. Finally, as(j + k) mod p = i, this is the case i� Pa�� � (Qa��)(Ra��) has a completed trace anp+ifor some non-negative integer n.- Case: P � Q�R.As Ap[[P ]]� = Ap[[Q]]�~Ap[[R]]�, using the de�nition of ~ it is not hard to see thatai vp Ap[[P ]]� i� either aj vp Ap[[Q]]� for some j 2 f1; :::; p� 1g or ai vp Ap[[R]]�.By induction, this is the case i� either Qa�� has a completed trace alp+j for somenon-negative integer l or Ra�� has a completed trace amp+i for non-negative integerm. Finally, as Qa�� and Ra�� are closed terms containing only occurrences of action a,by statement 1 of the lemma this holds i� Pa�� � (Qa��)�(Ra��) has a completed traceanp+i for some non-negative integer n.This completes the proof of statement 2. 2The main use of the above technical result will be in the proof of the following lemma,which will be used repeatedly in the proof of Thm. 4.18 to follow.Lemma 4.15 Let P;Q 2 (BPA�(Act)) and let � be an Ap-environment. Suppose thatT(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j= P � Q. Then:1. If Ap[[P ]]� = a�, then either Ap[[Q]]� = a� or Ap[[Q]]� =Pp�1i=0 ai.2. If Ap[[P ]]� 6vp Ap[[Q]]�, then Ap[[P ]]� = a� and Ap[[Q]]� =Pp�1i=0 ai.Proof: Suppose that T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j= P � Q. First of all, note that as the inequationP � Q is sound in the algebra T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT , then so is Pa � Qa. Using this observation,we now prove the two statements of the lemma separately.1. As Ap[[P ]]� = a�, it follows that Pa�� has completed traces of the form anip+i for each i 2f0; : : : ; p� 1g (Lem. 4.14(2)). Since T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j= Pa � Qa, the set of completedtraces of Pa�� is included in that of Qa��. Therefore Qa�� has each of the completed tracesanip+i (i 2 f0; : : : ; p� 1g). Again using Lem. 4.14(2), we obtain that ai vp Ap[[Q]]� forevery i 2 f0; :::; p� 1g. Hence, either Ap[[Q]]� = a� or Ap[[Q]]� =Pp�1i=0 ai.2. Suppose that the Ap-environment � is such that Ap[[P ]]� 6vp Ap[[Q]]�. We shall show thatAp[[P ]]� = a� and Ap[[Q]]� =Pp�1i=0 ai.We begin by proving that Ap[[P ]]� = a�. To this end, assume, towards a contradiction,that Ap[[P ]]� =Pi2I ai for some non-empty I � f0; :::; p� 1g. According to Lem. 4.14(2),Pa�� has a completed trace of the form anip+i for each i 2 I. Since T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j=Pa � Qa, the term Qa�� also has a completed trace of the form anip+i for each i 2 I. ByLem. 4.14(2) it follows that ai vp Ap[[Q]]� for each i 2 I. Hence, Ap[[P ]]� vp Ap[[Q]]�, whichcontradicts one of the assumptions of the lemma.Thus Ap[[P ]]� = a� must hold. Since Ap[[P ]]� 6vp Ap[[Q]]�, it follows that Ap[[Q]]� 6= a�.Hence, statement 1 of the lemma yields Ap[[Q]]� =Pp�1i=0 ai.The proof of the lemma is now complete. 2In the proof of the fact that the algebra Ap satis�es requirement P2 on page 19, we shallmake use of some properties of the semantic mapping Ap[[�]]. For ease of reference, theseare collected in the following lemma. 24



Lemma 4.16 For every P 2 (BPA�(Act)) and Ap-environment �, the following state-ments hold:1. If Ap[[P ]]� 6= a�, then �(x) 6= a� for every variable x contained in Var(P ).2. If Ap[[P ]]� = ai for some 0 � i � p� 1, then �(x) is a power of a for every variablex contained in Var(P ).3. Assume that P is +-free, Ap[[P ]]� 6= a�, and � maps every variable occurring in Pto a power of a. Then Ap[[P ]]� is a power of a.4. If Ap[[P ]]� 6= a�, then �(x) is a power of a for every variable x contained inStarVar(P ).5. Assume that Ap[[P ]]� = a�, that �0 coincides with � over StarVar(P ), and that if�(x) = a� for an x 2 Var(P ), then �0(x) = a�. Then Ap[[P ]]�0 = a�.6. Assume that Ap[[P ]]� 6= a�, that �0 coincides with � over StarVar(P ), and that�0(x) 6= a� for x 2 Var(P ). Then Ap[[P ]]�0 6= a�.Proof: All the statements can be shown by induction on the structure of the term P . The detailsare left to the reader. Here we only remark that the proof for statement 4 uses statement 2 todeal with the case in which P has the form Q�R for some terms Q and R. In fact, if P has thatform and Ap[[P ]]� 6= a�, then it must be the case that Ap[[Q]]� = 1. Statement 2 then yields that�(x) maps each variable in Q to a power of a. 2Lemma 4.17 Let N denote the number of occurrences of the process variable x in theterm Q. Let [(a+ a2)=x] denote the substitution mapping x to a+ a2, and acting like theidentity on all the other variables. Then the length of Q[(a+ a2)=x] is at most 2N timesthe length of Q.Proof: Straightforward, by induction on the size of Q. 2We are �nally in a position to prove that the algebra Ap satis�es all the inequationsP � Q, with Q a term of weight smaller than p, that are sound in completed tracesemantics. This implies that the algebra Ap does indeed meet requirement P2.Theorem 4.18 If T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j= P � Q and weight(Q) is smaller than p, thenAp j= P � Q.Proof: We shall show that if the inequation P � Q is sound in the algebra T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT ,but fails in Ap, then Q must have weight at least p.Assume that P � Q is sound in T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT , but not in Ap. Then there exists anAp-environment � such that Ap[[P ]]� 6vp Ap[[Q]]� :By Lem. 4.15(2), it must be the case thatAp[[P ]]� = a� 6vp p�1Xi=0 ai = Ap[[Q]]� :25



As Ap[[Q]]� 6= a�, it follows that � maps no variable in Q to a� (Lem. 4.16(1)), and that � mapsevery variable in StarVar(Q) to a power of a (Lem. 4.16(4)). We now proceed with the proof bydistinguishing two cases, depending on whether StarVar(P ) is included in StarVar(Q) or not.� Case: StarVar(P ) � StarVar(Q).Consider the Ap-environment �0 that is de�ned as follows:�0(x) �= �(x) if x 2 StarVar(Q)�0(x) �= �(x) if �(x) = a��0(x) �= 1 otherwise :Since � maps no variable in Q to a�, the same holds for �0. Hence, Lem. 4.16(6) gives thatAp[[Q]]�0 6= a�. Furthermore, since StarVar(P ) is included in StarVar(Q), �0 coincides with� over StarVar(P ). By construction, if �(x) = a� then �0(x) = a�. So, by Lem. 4.16(5), wemay infer that Ap[[P ]]�0 = a�. As the inequation P � Q fails in Ap for the Ap-environment�0, Lem. 4.15(2) yields thatAp[[P ]]�0 = a� 6vp p�1Xi=0 ai = Ap[[Q]]�0 :Let Q have normal form Pmk=1Qk, where each Qk is +-free. Since Ap j= Q = Pmk=1Qk,we infer that: p�1Xi=0 ai = Ap[[Q]]�0 = Ap[[Q1]]�0 � � � � � Ap[[Qm]]�0 :By Lem. 4.8, Q and Pmk=1Qk have the same variables, and the length of Q is m. As �0maps each variable in Q to a power of a, Lem. 4.16(3) now gives that, for every index k,Ap[[Qk]]�0 = aj for some 0 � j � p � 1. It follows that m � p. Thus, p � length(Q) �weight(Q), which was to be shown.� Case: StarVar(P ) 6� StarVar(Q).Fix a process variable x0 2 StarVar(P ) n StarVar(Q). Consider the Ap-environment �0 thatis de�ned as follows: �0(x) �= �(x) if x 2 StarVar(Q)�0(x0) �= a+ a2�0(x) �= 1 otherwise :Since � maps no variable in Q to a�, the same holds for �0. Hence, an application ofLem. 4.16(6) gives that Ap[[Q]]�0 6= a�. Furthermore, since �0(x0) is not a power of a,Lem. 4.16(4) gives that Ap[[P ]]�0 = a�. As the inequation P � Q fails in Ap for theAp-environment �0, Lem. 4.15(2) yields thatAp[[P ]]�0 = a� 6vp p�1Xi=0 ai = Ap[[Q]]�0 :Let [(a+ a2)=x0] stand for the substitution mapping x0 to the term a+ a2, and acting likethe identity on all the other variables. Suppose that the term Q[(a + a2)=x0] has normalform Pmk=1Qk, where each Qk is +-free. By Lem. 4.17, it follows that the length m ofQ[(a + a2)=x0] is at most 2vars(Q)length(Q), that is the weight of Q. Consider now theAp-environment �00 that is de�ned as follows:�00(x0) �= 1�00(x) �= �0(x) otherwise :26



By the standard interplay between substitutions and the interpretation mapping Ap[[�]], andusing the fact that Ap j= Q[(a+ a2)=x0] =Pmk=1Qk, we infer that:p�1Xi=0 ai = Ap[[Q]]�0 = Ap��Q[(a+ a2)=x0]���00 = Ap[[Q1]]�00 � � � � � Ap[[Qm]]�00 :By construction, �00 maps each variable in Q to a power of a. As the set of variablesoccurring in the term Pmk=1Qk is Var(Q)nfx0g (Lem. 4.8), an application of Lem. 4.16(3)now gives that, for every index k, Ap[[Qk]]�00 = aj for some 0 � j � p � 1. It follows thatm is greater than, or equal to, p. Thus, p � 2vars(Q)length(Q), which was to be shown.This completes the proof of the theorem. 2As an immediate corollary of the above theorem, we obtain the following result.Corollary 4.19 Let P;Q 2 (BPA�(Act)) be terms of weight smaller than p. Supposethat T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j= P = Q. Then Ap j= P = Q.Proof: Let P = Q be an equation consisting of terms of weight smaller than p. Suppose thatT(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j= P = Q. Then T(BPA�(Act))= 'CT j= P � Q � P . By the previoustheorem, Ap j= P � Q � P . Therefore Ap j= P = Q. 2In light of the above discussion, we have �nally completed the proof of Thm. 4.5, andtherefore of Thm. 4.2.Remark: As pointed out to us by �Esik [28], the proof that we have just completed does in factyield a stronger statement than that of Thm. 4.2. To see that this is indeed the case, let us de�nethe preorder @�TL over T(BPA�(Act)) as follows:P @�TL Q i� the set of the lengths of the completed traces of P is included in that of Q.It is easy to see that, for every P;Q 2 T(BPA�(Act)) and action a,P @�TL Q i� Pa @�CT Qa :It follows that @�TL (resp. 'TL) is a fully invariant precongruence (resp. congruence) for thelanguage (BPA�(Act)).Using the above observations, it is not hard to see that the proof of Thm. 4.2 that we havepresented above can in fact be used to show the following result:Theorem 4.20 No precongruence (resp. congruence) relation over T(BPA�(Act)) that is includedin @�TL (resp. 'TL) and satis�es I:n (resp. E:n) for all n � 1 has a �nite inequational (resp. equa-tional) axiomatization. This also holds if we restrict ourselves to axiomatizations of these relationsfor closed terms only.An example of a preorder over (BPA�(Act)), which, under the assumption that Act contains atleast two elements, lies strictly in between @�CT and @�TL, is the one considered in commutativeregular algebra (cf., e.g., [59, 62, 20]). This we now proceed to de�ne, for the sake of completeness.Let L be a set of sequences over the alphabet Act. We write c(L) to denote the set consistingof all those sequences that can be obtained by permuting the actions in some sequence containedin L. We de�neP @�CCT Q �= c(completed-traces(P )) � c(completed-traces(Q)) :27



If Act contains two distinct actions, then @�CCT strictly includes @�CT , and is strictly included in@�TL. As @�CCT is easily seen to be a precongruence, Thm. 4.20 yields the non-existence of a �niteinequational axiomatization for it over the language T(BPA�(Act)).The reader familiar with [40, 55] may have noticed the similarities between the notion ofcommutative regular algebra and the counter model for CSP [41] de�ned ibidem. The maindi�erence between the two notions being that the counter model is based upon, not necessarilycompleted, traces.Remark: In [62, page 143] Salomaa pointed out that it was an open problem whether the equa-tional theory of (closed) regular expressions over a singleton alphabet is �nitely based. Our resultsshow that completed trace equivalence over T(BPA�(Act)), and a fortiori over (BPA�(Act)), isnot �nitely based, even when the set of actions is a singleton. Indeed our proof can be easilyadapted, along the lines of the one given by Conway in [20, Thm. 2], to yield the non-existenceof a �nite equational axiomatization of equality of (closed) regular expressions over a singletonalphabet, thus answering the aforementioned question of Salomaa's. As communicated to us bySalomaa [63], this problem has been open since 1969, the year of publication of [62].5 The Peculiar Case of Trace SemanticsThe reader familiar with van Glabbeek's linear time/branching time spectrum mighthave noticed the absence of trace semantics [41] from the developments presented inthe previous section. We shall now proceed to �ll this gap by studying some axiomaticquestions concerning trace semantics over (BPA�(Act)). As we shall see, this leads tosome rather peculiar results, at least when compared with those that we obtained for theother semantics considered in this paper.De�nition 5.1 For states s; s0 in any labelled transition system, we write s @�T s0 i� theset of traces of s is included in that of s0. The kernel of the preorder @�T will be denotedby 'T .Note that the set of traces of a state s in any labelled transition system is pre�x closed,unlike that of its completed traces.In general, completed trace semantics and trace semantics are incomparable. Forexample, the T(BPA�(Act)) terms a and aa have disjoint sets of completed traces, butthe set of traces of a is included in that of aa. On the other hand, the processes a! andb! speci�ed by the following recursion equationsa! def= a � a!b! def= b � b!have no completed trace, but disjoint sets of non-empty traces. However, if the labelledtransition system under consideration is normed, in the sense of [6], then the set of tracesof every state s is obtained as the pre�x closure of its set of completed traces. This isbecause every state in a normed transition system has at least one completed trace, andtherefore each of its traces is the pre�x of a completed one. As the labelled transition28



system giving the operational semantics to the language T(BPA�(Act)) is normed (cf.,e.g., [32]), by the above discussion we obtain that:Fact 5.2 The relation @�CT (resp. 'CT ) is strictly included in @�T (resp. 'T ) over thelanguage T(BPA�(Act)).In general, trace semantics is not appropriate for languages that, like T(BPA�(Act)),include a sequential composition operator. In fact, if the set of actions Act contains atleast two distinct actions, then neither @�T nor'T are preserved by sequential composition.As an example, consider the T(BPA�(Act)) terms a and aa. We have already remarkedthat a @�T aa. However, if b is an action that is di�erent from a, then ab 6@�T aab. For thisreason, in the previous sections we con�ned our attention to semantics that are includedin completed trace semantics.In contrast to the general situation depicted above, in the, admittedly rather unin-teresting, case in which the set of actions Act is a singleton, we observe the followingfact.Proposition 5.3 Assume that the set of actions Act is a singleton. Then:1. The relations @�T and 'T are preserved by all the operations in the signature of thelanguage (BPA�(Act)).2. The simulation preorder @�S coincides with @�T .Proof: Assume that a is the only action contained in Act. We prove the two statements sepa-rately.1. As the set of traces of a term of the form P + Q is the union of those of P and Q, itfollows immediately that @�T is preserved by summation. (Indeed, this holds regardless ofthe cardinality of the set of actions.) We shall now prove that @�T is preserved by sequentialcomposition and binary Kleene star.Suppose that P;Q;R; S are terms such that P @�T Q and R @�T S. We shall show thatPR @�T QS and that P �R 'T Q�S.� We prove, �rst of all, that PR @�T QS.Assume that an is a trace of the term PR, for some non-negative integer n. We nowproceed to argue that an is also a trace of the term QS.If an is a trace of Q, then it is also a trace of QS, in which case we are done. Thus wemay assume that an is not a trace of Q. Note that, since P @�T Q, an is not a traceof P either. As a consequence of these assumptions, we infer that:(a) n = h+ k for two positive integers h and k such that ah is a completed trace ofP , and ak is a trace of R; and(b) every trace aj of Q has length smaller than n.In this case, we argue as follows. As the length of the traces of Q is bounded fromabove by n, we can choose the longest such trace aj. This trace is a completed traceof Q. As ah is a trace of Q (P @�T Q), and aj is the longest such trace, it follows thath � j. Since aj is a completed trace of Q, and ak is a trace of S (R @�T S), aj+k is atrace of QS. Finally, j + k � h+ k = n, so then an is a trace of QS.29



� To prove that P �R 'T Q�S, it is su�cient to note that every process containingoccurrences of the binary Kleene star operator has the set of all �nite sequences of aactions as its set of traces.2. The fact that @�S is included in @�T is a simple consequence of the de�nitions of theserelations. To see that the converse also holds, under the assumption that the only actionis a, it is su�cient to check that the relation:R �= �(P;Q) j P @�T Q	 [ f(X; P ) j P 2 T(BPA�(Act))gis a simulation. This is an easy consequence of the fact that, for terms P;Q over action a,P @�T Q i�- either Q has an in�nite a-computation, i.e., for some terms Q1; Q2; : : :,Q a! Q1 a! Q2 a! � � �- or the length of the longest completed trace of P is less than, or equal to, that of thelongest completed trace of Q.The proof is now complete. 2In light of the above congruence result, and of the non-�nite axiomatizability resultspresented in the main body of the paper, it is natural to wonder whether the trace(pre)congruence has a �nite (in)equational axiomatization over the language of closedterms T(BPA�(Act)) over a singleton set of actions. We recall that our previous negativeresults pertaining to the non-�nite axiomatizability of several process semantics overT(BPA�(Act)) apply for every non-empty set of actions. We shall now proceed to showthat, in contrast to the situation summarized in Thm. 4.2, trace (pre)congruence can be�nitely (in)equationally axiomatized over the set of closed terms over a singleton actionset. TE1 x+ (y�z) = a�aTE2 x+ xy = xyTE3 xy = yxTable 5: Characteristic equations for trace equivalence (Act = fag)Consider the axiom system ET consisting of the equations A1{A5 in Table 2 togetherwith the axioms in Table 5. It is not hard to see that the equations in ET are sound withrespect to trace equivalence over T(BPA�(Act)). The only non-standard equations in ETare TE1 and TE3, whose soundness depends crucially upon the assumption that the onlyaction is a.Theorem 5.4 Let Act = fag and P;Q 2 T(BPA�(Act)). Then P 'T Q i� ET ` P = Q.Moreover P @�T Q i� P � Q can be proven from the equations in ET together with theinequation x � x + y :(3) 30



Proof: (Sketch.) The soundness of the equations in ET and of inequation (3) is easy to check.We shall now argue for the completeness, over closed terms, of the proposed axiomatizations.A trace normal form is either a�a or a term of the formPni=1 ai for some positive integer n.A simple structural induction on terms gives that every term in the language T(BPA�(Act)) canbe proven equal to a trace normal form. The proof of this fact makes use of all of the equationsin ET , together with the following derived laws:x(y + z) = xy + xz(a�a)x = a�a :The completeness of the axiomatization for trace equivalence now follows immediately becausetwo trace normal forms are equal i� they are identical, modulo commutativity and associativityof summation.To establish the completeness of the axiomatization for the trace precongruence, note thatP @�T Q i� P +Q 'T Q. As ET is complete for trace equivalence, it follows that, if P @�T Q, thenET ` P + Q = Q. Now, the inequality P � Q can be proven using (3) and transitivity. 2It is interesting to note that the above axiomatizations are not complete for open termsin the language (BPA�(Act)). For example, when the set of actions is a singleton, theequations a + x = x(4) xx+ yy = xx + yy + xy(5)are sound with respect to trace semantics over (BPA�(Act)). However, we shall nowshow that (4) and (5) are not provable from the axiom system ET [ f(3)g.Proposition 5.5 Equations (4) and (5) are not deducible from the axiom systems ET [f(3)g.Proof: We build a model for the axiom system ET [f(3)g in which (4) and (5) fail. The carrierof the modelM is the poset depicted below: 2"2% -1 1The operators in the signature of the language T(BPA�(Act)) are de�ned over M as follows(e; e0 2 f1; 2;1;2g): aM �= 1e +M e0 �= sup(e; e0)e�Me0 �= 2e �M e0 �= 8<: 1 if e = e0 = 11 if e = e0 = 12 otherwise(Note that the operations so de�ned are monotonic.) The reader will have no di�culty in verifyingthat the resulting ordered algebra is a model of ET [f(3)g. However (4) and (5) fail inM. Indeed(4) fails in M because, letting � denote an environment mapping x to 1,M[[x]]� = 1 6= 2 =M[[a + x]]� :31



To see that (5) also fails, let �0 be an M-environment mapping x to 1, and y to 1. Then,M[[xx+ yy]]�0 = 2 6= 2 =M[[xx+ yy + xy]]�0 :The proof is now complete. 2We leave it as an open question whether there exists a �nite (in)equational axiomatizationof the (ordered) algebra T(BPA�(Act))= 'T . This problem is closely related to that of�nding a �nite !-complete axiomatization of the algebra of the positive integers withoperations of summation and maximum. To the best of our knowledge, this problem is,surprisingly, still awaiting a solution.6 Concluding RemarksIn this paper we have shown that none of the process semantics that lie in between readysimulation and completed traces are �nitely based over the language BPA�. This resultis in sharp contrast with a theorem by Fokkink and Zantema [32] to the e�ect that bisim-ulation equivalence has a �nite equational axiomatization over BPA�, and the readermight wonder why bisimulation equivalence is �nitely based whereas none of the processsemantics considered in this paper is. (The only peculiar exception being trace semanticsover closed terms when the set of actions is a singleton.) We shall now present our inter-pretation of the dichotomy between bisimulation and the process semantics considered inthis paper.For every process term P 2 T(BPA�(Act)), let Loops(P ) denote the collection ofthe completed traces of the sub-terms of P that occur on the left-hand side of a star.Intuitively, Loops(P ) is the set of the sequences of actions labelling the loops in the �niteautomaton that is associated with P by the operational semantics for T(BPA�(Act)). Weshall now prove a result to the e�ect that two BPA� terms can only be bisimilar if theyhave loops of the same length.Proposition 6.1 Let P;Q 2 T(BPA�(Act)). If P $ Q, then Loops(P ) = Loops(Q).Proof: As the equations in Table 2 are complete with respect to bisimulation equivalence,it is su�cient to show that if the equation P = Q is deducible from those in Table 2, thenLoops(P ) = Loops(Q). This is easily veri�ed because the statement holds for the equations inthe aforementioned table, and is preserved by the rules of equational deduction. 2As witnessed by the family of equivalences E:n, Propn. 6.1 does not hold for any of thesemantics considered in this paper, and its loss entails that any complete equational axiomsystem for any of these semantics should be powerful enough to equate terms with loopsof di�erent lengths. Indeed, the import of Thm. 4.5 is that no �nite set of (in)equationscan prove all the equivalences between terms whose loops have prime length. This isthe same reason that leads to the non-existence of a �nite equational axiom system forbisimulation equivalence over BPA�� [64], and that underlies the negative results in, e.g.,[58, 62, 20, 26, 47].The results of this paper have shown that all the semantics considered in [35] arenot �nitely based over the language BPA�, with the exception of 2-nested simulation32



equivalence [38] and possible-futures equivalence [60]. Establishing whether these equiv-alences are �nitely based or not is a possible avenue for further research along the linesof this paper. Let us just remark here that, at least to the best of our knowledge, nocomplete axiomatization for 2-nested simulation equivalence is known even over the basicsyntax for synchronization trees. Moreover, possible-futures equivalence is not preservedby sequential composition and binary Kleene star, and therefore this semantics cannotbe readily used for a language like BPA�.Having established that none of the process semantics considered in this paper has a�nite equational axiomatization over BPA�, a natural topic for further study is the searchfor e�ectively presented, in�nite equational axiomatizations for them. This is most likelyto be a di�cult problem, as witnessed by the corresponding developments in the theory ofregular expressions. These we now briey recall for the sake of historical completeness. Atheorem of Redko's, whose proof was simpli�ed and corrected by Pilling [20, Chapter 11],gives an in�nite, complete system of identities for commutative regular expressions [59].An in�nite equational axiomatization of the theory of regular expressions over a singletonalphabet was given by Redko in [58] (cf. also [20, Chapter 4]). (Variations on the afore-mentioned results of Redko's that apply to regular expressions over a singleton alphabetwith multiplicities over the tropical semiring may be found in [19].) The construction ofa complete equational axiomatization for regular expressions over an arbitrary alphabetwas addressed by Conway in his seminal monograph [20]. Ibidem Conway proposed threeconjectures, whose solution would yield the desired complete set of equations. It tookmany years, and Krob's landmark paper [46], to settle two of these conjectures of Con-way's, and to obtain the �rst complete equational axiom system for the theory of regularexpressions. An alternative equational axiomatization for regular expressions, developedwithin the framework of iteration theories [17], may be found in [16]. Finite implicationalproof systems for regular expressions have been developed by, e.g., Salomaa [61, 62] andKozen [45]. (The interested reader is invited to consult [46, Sect. 15] for a thoroughdiscussion of implicational proof systems for regular languages.) Modi�cations of theseproof systems to yield complete axiom systems based on conditional equations for theprocess semantics considered in this paper over BPA� are an interesting topic for futureresearch.Acknowledgements: We should like to thank Zolt�an �Esik for his encouragement topursue the research reported in this paper, and for many insightful comments and pointersto related literature. We are also indebted to Gheorghe S�tef�anescu for alerting us to therelevance of �Esik's work on axiomatizations of iteration theories, and to Daniel Krob forproviding us with information on his work on axiomatic questions for regular expressions.References[1] L. Aceto and W. J. Fokkink, An equational axiomatization for multi-exit it-eration, Research Report RS-96-22, BRICS (Basic Research in Computer Science,Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation), Department of Computer Sci-33
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